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Abstract

The traditional documents analysis was centered on words based system was implemented using a morpheme analyzer. These

traditional systems can classify used words in the document but, cannot help to user’s document understanding or analysis. In this

problem solved, System needs extract for most valuable paragraphs what can help to user understanding documents. In this paper,

we propose system extracts paragraphs of normalized XML document. User insert to system what filename when wants for analyze

XML document. Then, system is search for keyword of the document. And system shows results searched keyword. When user

choice and inserts keyword for user wants then, extracting for paragraph including keyword. After extracting paragraph, system

operating maintenance paragraph sequence and check duplication. If exist duplication then, system deletes paragraph of duplication.

And system informs result to user what counting each keyword frequency and weight to user, sorted paragraphs.

Index Terms: Compression, Document analysis, Keyword, Paragraph extraction 

I. INTRODUCTION

As the amount of documents increase so, the importance

of techniques for analyzing documents is increasing. Also,

the types of documents and the purpose of writing them

vary. Therefore, there is a demand for a program for help

analyze or understand the document. Most existing docu-

ment analysis systems are based on morphemes [1–3]. This

system shows number of frequency they are used so that the

user can know the main words of the document. However,

user needed time for understanding document can’t decrease.

Other types of systems find the paragraph containing the

search term you entered and show it to the user. These types

of systems help users understand the document, but they

can’t reduce the time required to understand the document.

In addition, because it extracts a paragraph containing all the

keywords entered by the user or extracts all the paragraphs

containing each keyword, the accuracy and the compression

are low [4–7]. To solve this problem, the system must extract

the main paragraphs and display them to the user. The pro-

posed system can reduce the time required for the user to

understand the document. The proposed system can reduce

the time required for the user understand document. The sys-

tem searches keyword and displays. Next, the system

extracts paragraph containing the keyword. The system pos-

sible to delete the low important paragraphs, thereby short-

ening the time required for the user to understand the

document.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

This section describes the design of proposed system.

When user wants to analyze XML document then, the sys-

tem load the document. Then system is extract keyword of

the documents and displays. And user insert keyword then,
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system extract paragraph containing the keyword. If dupli-

cate paragraph are exist then the system removes duplicate

paragraphs. Also maintains the sequence of the paragraphs

and displays result to the user. Fig. 1 shows the structure of

the system and Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the system.

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the system. System

retrieves the XML documents and extracts keyword. Then

user inserts keyword and the system extract paragraphs

including the keyword. And system sorts sequence of para-

graphs and check duplication. To do this, the system is

designed with three hierarchical structures. The proposed

system is implemented in Java. So it can be executed in win-

dows and other develops environments.

Fig. 2 shows the flow of the system. The system starts

when the user inserts the file name of XML document. Then,

the system searches keyword of document and displays to

user. If user inputs the keyword, system has searching and

extracts the paragraph including the keyword. When after

paragraphs extraction, the system checks duplications para-

graph. Next, system calculates frequency of each keyword

and the system displays each keyword frequency and per-

centage, sorted paragraphs.

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes implementation of proposed system

and verify of system efficiency. When the system is started,

the user inserts file name of the XML document. Fig. 3

shows the flow of the function.

When the user enters the file name of the XML document,

the function of the Java FileInputStream class opens the file

and starts to read a line using Java Buffer. System checks

next line and if not exist then, finish open file flow. Fig. 4

shows the flow of keyword extraction.

After open the file, system searches keyword of the docu-

ment. If system finds the keyword then, the system extracts

the paragraphs. Also delete stopword in the paragraphs and

extracts keyword then finished keyword extraction flow.

And keyword extraction was completed then the extraction

Fig. 4. Extraction keyword flowchart.

Fig. 3. Open XML document flowchart.

Fig. 1. System architecture.

Fig. 2. System flowchart.
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keyword of the XML document is displayed to user. And user

inserts keyword of document for user want analysis to system.

When the keyword input finish then, the system searches and

extracts the paragraphs containing the keyword. Fig. 5 shows

the flow of functions that compare with keyword frequency.

The system searches paragraphs including keyword. If

such paragraph is including keyword then extracts the para-

graph. After system extracts paragraph then, the system

shows keyword frequency and weight. Also, the system

checks duplication. Fig. 6 shows the flow of de-duplication.

The system checks duplicate and deduplication. And the

system informs the number of duplicated paragraphs. In

addition, the system results displays of each keyword and

each keyword frequency, each keyword weight, percentages.

Finally, the system displays of sorted paragraphs.

IV. REVIEW

The traditional extraction paragraph systems are mainly used

to classify the words used in document and to confirm the fre-

quency. But, these systems can’t reduce the time required to

understand of document. To solve this problem, the system

extracts the paragraphs including keyword by the user inserts,

calculates the frequency and weight of the keyword, displays to

user. In addition, duplicate elimination processing is performed

on the extracted paragraphs. And the system displays to the

user, thereby allowing the user to read the body text including

the keyword retrieved by the user. Fig. 7 shows compare the

results with the traditional extraction paragraph system in order

to verify the efficiency of the proposed system.

Experiments were conducted three normalized XML docu-

ments. We compare to results what traditional extraction para-

graph system and proposed system. The y-axis is the number

of paragraphs. And in ‘Test 1’, used No. 1 document, in ‘Test

2’, used No. 2 document, in ‘Test 3’, used No. 3 document.

In the first experiment ‘Test 1’, the number of 680 total

paragraphs. Traditional system was extract 252 paragraphs

what including keyword. And proposed system was extract

194 paragraphs what including keyword. First experiment

results, each system had a compression rate of about 62.95%

and 71.48%. So, proposed system is 8.53% higher than the

traditional system.

And second experiment ‘Test 2’, the number of 246 total

paragraphs. Traditional system was extract 39 paragraphs

what including keyword. And proposed system was extract

30 paragraphs what including keyword. Second experiment

results, each system had a compression rate of about 84.15%

and 87.81%. So, proposed system is 3.66% higher than the

traditional system.

And third experiment ‘Test 3’, the number of 101 total

paragraphs. Traditional system was extract 49 paragraphs

what including keyword. And proposed system was extract

43 paragraphs what including keyword. Third experiment

results, each system had a compression rate of about 51.49%

and 57.43%. So, proposed system is 5.94% higher than the

traditional system.

Experiments analysis results, proposed system had an

average compression rate 6.04% higher than traditional sys-

tem. Also, proposed system can compare weight and inform

to user what most valuable keyword. So user can analyze

document based on main keyword what system shows.

Therefore proposed system can help to user who has not all

reading paragraphs. First, saved time of analyzing document.

Second, user can knew main keyword. We proved the pro-

posed system efficiency better than traditional system.

Fig. 5. Extraction paragraph including keyword flowchart.

Fig. 6. Check duplication flowchart.

Fig. 7. Test result.
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V. CONCLUSTION

The proposed system is analyzing for normalization XML

document. First, user insert XML document file name then

system loads the document. And system searches for key-

word document. This function finishes then, system displays

the keyword to user. Next, when the user inputs the keyword

then, the system extracts the paragraphs containing the key-

word. After extracting the paragraphs, the system counts

each keyword frequency, weight of each keyword are calcu-

lated and show. In addition, the system maintenances

sequence of paragraphs. So, not damage sequence of para-

graphs. And, the system check duplicate. If the system finds

duplication paragraph then, the system deletes paragraph.

As a result, the proposed system has higher accuracy and

compression rate than traditional systems. It is expected that

it will show high efficiency in understanding documents to

users in research field analyzing data such as reports or

papers in the form of XML documents. 
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